
The 13th Floor

Deck 13, Secret location

When you walk into "The 13th Floor," the first thing that strikes you is the peace and quiet. This
secret room was designed as a “haven” from Haven.

Only select staff know of this area and how to access it.  Not even a Jedi Master nor Chief of
Staff have access to the exclusive area unless accompanied by a member,

The 15.24 meter (50 feet), by 24.38 meter (80 feet) room is roughly rectangular in shape with
the outermost wall being the curve of the exterior of Haven Station.

Dark jewel tones and soft lighting are the norm here. The thick plush dark green colored carpet
deadens all foot falls. The walls are covered in beautiful thick tapestries made from multiple
layers of Shimmersilk.  Alternating tones of Warm Gold, Blood Red, Galactic Blue, Dagobah
Green, Tarnished Bronze and Pak’pah Purple, drape down and softly ripple with the movement
of the air  The seats of the booths are thick red-brown Bantha hide leather and the tables are a
beautiful yellow-gold Namana wood.

Looking towards the left from the door you see five, two person booths. All separated and
surrounded by heavy burgundy multi layer Shimmersilk curtains. A dim red or green light allows
you to see if the booth is occupied. These booths have sound dampeners shielding them,
allowing the users to speak freely. Beyond the two person booths are some stairs curving with
the front wall, that go up to the balcony.

Looking towards the right from the door you see five booths that accommodate four to six
people each. Again they are separated and surrounded by the Shimmersilk.  These are also
sound shielded to prevent bothering the others. Beyond those there is a curtain covering an
opening that leads to a hall where the multi species toilets and showers are located.

In the middle of the room are various chairs and tables for people to use as they read, sleep,
listen to music or watch various video screens. To preserve the peacefulness of the area
Headphones are required for the music and videos.

When you go up the stairs to the balcony, you will notice that it is all matt black in color.  The
walls, ceiling, carpet, all of it.  Tiny lights mark where the openings to the alcoves are.  Showing
green or red depending on occupancy. These soundproof alcoves are for the staff to sleep in, or
just relax and disappear for a while. There is an adjustable bed in each for the user. They allow
for meditation, self healing and recovering mental clarity after a hectic day in the operating
theatre or the emergency room.

Back on the main floor, just past the entry to the toilets are steps going down to the lower
observation level.   The colors of this area reflect the main floor, dark jewel tones. The lights by



each of the chairs allow the user to read. The lounge chairs all face out towards the giant
windows that make up most of the wall, allowing the user to see the outside world.  A small wet
bar, manned by a Drinks Droid, provides libations and small snacks for the patrons to enjoy.


